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Limoni, the perfumery chain leader in Italy, goes to the Cloud with aKite® 

A leading company and the latest SaaS (Software as a Service) together to innovate the retail 
business. 
 
 
Bentivoglio (Bologna) Italy – November 7th , 2012 
 
 
Enrico Andrini, Limoni spa COO, and Wladimiro Bedin, president of BEDIN Shop Systems srl, 
signed a multi-year agreement for the adoption in all Limoni stores of aKite® software services. 
 
Limoni SpA is the most important and largest selective perfumery chain in Italy. With the arrival of 
the Orlando Fund Management and the reinforcement of the company business, a relevant project 
for its strategies and marketing policies has been started. 
Limoni, with over 450 stores and about 4 million loyalty cards, has the customer proximity at the 
heart of its mission, providing a full range of products of the best brands in all price ranges. 

"We’ve worked for several months on this project - said Enrico Andrini  – really essential to 
support the development and realignment of the business, with particular focus on the complex 
promotional processes and results control in real time. We realized that for this purpose it was 
necessary to use an agile and innovative IT platform, which could at the same time ensure 
maximum scalability and highest service levels. " 

aKite® - because the most direct link to the stores is up in the clouds - is the first POS & In-Store 
software service designed to leverage all the benefits of a true cloud computing platform like 
Microsoft Windows Azure. 

"Almost pioneers, soon after the introduction of Azure, we had already experienced and enjoyed 
some of the benefits of cloud computing, developing some internal applications - continues Enrico 
Andrini - this allowed the Cloud service selection with an adequate evaluation grid: primarily its 
deployment and maintenance simplicity combined with solidity of the architecture and, of 
course, the Microsoft platform which aKite services are delivered from. BEDIN Shop Systems has 
perfectly implemented the solution according to our needs. The all-inclusive fee model, allows us to 
keep a full budget control and to make software costs proportional to the actual number of 
outlets and seats. " 

For the 1,300 seat deployment throughout the country, heavy costs associated with traditional 
software solutions or "pseudo-cloud" are completely removed, nor will it be necessary any 
hardware infrastructure to support large data volumes continuously exchanged between the 
headquarters and the stores. Equally important, thanks to the Smart Client aKite (a kind of App for 
PC), POS operate seamlessly connected and disconnected from Internet. 

"For my development team - said Davide Bedin, aKite CTO - the Limoni project has been a great 
challenge and a demanding test for the most innovative Cloud technologies. Fortunately, we are a 
Microsoft Cloud top ISV and this has allowed a direct relation with the Windows Azure team in the 
US." 
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BEDIN Shop Systems mission is to simplify IT for retail organizations and the integration of aKite 
with other services such as ERP, BI and CRM. Collaboration with Limoni goes in this direction. 

"The path that led us to the agreement - said Giorgio Betti, Commercial Director for aKite and 
President of EuroCloud Italy - has been long and complex, not only for being a technology outsider 
but also for the new legal constraints introduced by the Cloud. aKite and Cloud are changing the 
rules of the game and Limoni promptly picked up this opportunity. Our company is expanding and 
often in relation with major retailers, increasingly aware of the benefits of a TRUE Cloud solution. It 
is no coincidence that we’re under the radar of several investors. " 

 

Focus on aKite 

 
aKite ® is an innovative suite of PoS & In-Store software services for Shops and Retail Chains 
(direct or franchised) designed to take full advantage of an advanced Cloud Computing platform 
like Microsoft Windows Azure. 
Developed by BEDIN Shop Systems – a software company with more than 20 year experience in 
software for retail - aKite ® has received several national and international awards such as the 
prestigious National Award for Innovation 2011 directly from Italy President Giorgio Napolitano. 
The intense competition in retail demand focus on customers services and at the same time at cost 
reduction and efficiency improvement for the whole organization. In this scenario, the IT become a 
fundamental lever to acquire and consolidate competitive advantages. 
The Smart Client provides "non-stop-POS" operations even in case of temporary lack of Internet 
access, offering a SLA (Service Level Agreement) in excess of 99.9%. 

aKite ® is a solution that allows a rapid and effective integration of all Retail processes and systems 
(ERP, CRM, eCommerce, BI, ...) through open web standards. This native openness extends to 
the world of web marketing and social networks. 
Last but not least, the SaaS (Software as a Service) no investment and pay-as-you-go, is an 
important advantage for small and large, national and international retailers. 

 

Focus on Limoni 

 
Limoni spa, controlled by Bridgepoint and Orlando funds, is the most important retailer in selective 
perfumery and the first chain in Italy. 
 
For over 60 years the Limoni story is a constant growth managed into a precise idea of the future, 
and a continuous innovation tied to a unique beauty know-how. 
 
Limoni has proven to anticipate the market evolution and chose the best partners, offering season 
after season excellence in products and service, helping each customer in their beauty dream 
realization. 
From small towns to the top shopping centers in Italy, more than 450 Limoni stores dot the country. 
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Thanks to its strength and privileged relationship built over time with the most important companies 
in the sector, Limoni can offer the best price at every range level. 
Limoni involves customers in a charming and pleasant experience, where every element, from 
furniture to the smallest detail, is dedicated to immediacy and simplicity. Women and men who 
choose a perfume at Limoni can rely on a complete assortment of the best brands for each price 
range: the heart of this mission is in close proximity to the customer. 

 

For information: 

BEDIN Shop Systems     LIMONI SpA 
Web www.akite.net       Web www.limoni.it    
email giorgio.betti@akite.net     email enrico.andrini@limoni.it 
tel +39 0423 839834      tel +39 051 664 2511 
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